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DO WE STILL TREAT BOARDS WITH CONTEMPT?
The past couple of decades have seen a flowering in the status and the capabilities of corporate
boards. Much more is demanded of boards today, but they’ve worked to meet the challenge.
Directors now reach higher professional standards, limit their board engagements, devote much
more time to the role, and expect far better board meeting procedures, information, and logistics.
All good, but lately we’ve seen too many high-profile cases of boards and governance treated
badly and worse, such abuse accepted by those who should know better. Some of the hottest
unicorn companies of the past few years have launched with governance setups that would
embarrass the Robber Barons of a century ago. Most often this involves a founder convinced that
he’s Master of the Universe, and viewing the board as minions.
A year ago, Elon Musk was scaring the investors and regulators of his various cool tech
companies with wild pronouncements and behaviors, until regulators stepped in. Travis Kalanick
built Uber with a maniacal vision, and also abusive behavior and shady business practices. A new
book on Uber’s travails, Super Pumped by Mike Isaac, quotes Kalanick in a meeting on how the
company’s board would respond to his misbehavior. “The board is irrelevant,” Kalanick said. “I
hand pick all of these guys. They do what I tell them.”
And September brought the meltdown of WeWork, shrinking into scandal from the moment it
announced its IPO. Co-founder Adam Neumann had prepared to launch with goodies like a dualshare plan that gave him 10 votes for each share, a board of cronies, and even the company buying
the trademark “We” back from him for a few million bucks. Added to this was Neumann’s
growing reputation for parties, drinking and wild behavior.
For once, the market pushed back. Tumbling estimates for the IPO share price prodded the
company and its bankers to diversify the board, strengthen governance, and cut the votes of
Neumann’s shares. On September 24, it was announced that Neumann would step down from his
role as CEO.
A victory for good governance? The same announcement said that Neumann would, however,
stay on as chair of the WeWork board. Yup -- he’s too flaky and conflicted to act as CEO… so
let’s bump him up to chair the board -- he’ll be harmless there, right?
If we treat something with contempt, it’s more likely to prove contemptible. Despite all our talk
about newly empowered boards, we’re still too willing to view them as irrelevant.
-- RDW
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The terms “emotional intelligence” and “corporate boardroom” are not ones we usually associate
with each other. We visualize the board chair convening a group of hard-charging Type A
personalities and suggesting a big group hug. In fact though, emotional intelligence is a crucial
aspect of board effectiveness, and the chair who effectively brings EI to the head of the table
nurtures a powerful governance productivity tool. What are the secrets of the emotionally wise
board leader?
First, define our terms. “Emotional intelligence” is a somewhat general name for
awareness, control and proper use of one’s emotions and impact on others. Author Daniel
Goleman popularized the concept with his 1995 book of that name, presenting it as a needed
social and business quality as important as IQ (intelligence quotient). EI consists of several
qualities -- self awareness, self regulation, empathy, and social skills.

Sounds all warm and fuzzy, but Tara Swart, a U.K-based neuroscientist, executive coach, and author of the
new EQ book The Source, says these skills are what separate true leaders from other business achievers.
“People confuse emotional intelligence with being emotional, which is seen as a weakness. In truth, every single
decision we make is made through our emotions. If you’re not mastering emotions, you’re ignoring 20 percent of
the data in decision making.”
You may like to believe you’ve added all these sensitivities to your portfolio in climbing the business ladder - but often, not so. In fact, building a career as a strong business achiever, especially in financial or operational
fields, typically rewards the ability to jam ideas through over opposition. In the boardroom, though, you’re
competing with a group of similar Alphas who are all legally equal. Worse, as chair, you need to effectively lead
them… while lacking most of the formal power tools that made you a career success. Good EI then becomes the
difference between boardroom success and dysfunction.
How to build EI as a boardroom leader? “The first step is self awareness,” says entrepreneur and investor
Caren Merrick. She advises an assessment of your personality type (there are lots of EI testing tools online) to
gauge your emotional awareness… and then be honest with yourself on needed self improvement.
What marks the emotionally intelligent board leader? Diplomacy -- actively seeking feedback from others
(and respecting it) -- active listening -- valuing intuition. Swart offers a good EI-building exercise for business
leaders: “Go home tonight and listen to your youngest child for 5 minutes straight, with no interruptions, no
comments, and no looking at your cellphone.” Force yourself to listen. Then, try this with co-workers, your
boss, and ultimately in the board meeting.
Merrick has another, board-specific EI exercise. When a matter has been discussed, and you’d normally vote
and move on, “Pause. Ask for other perspectives. Seek comment from anyone who disagrees.” The press of most
board agendas works against emotionally intelligent ambiguity. As an EI-savvy chair, push back.
Perhaps, as chair, you just won’t be the most emotionally intelligent person at the board table. Good EI then
can mean recognizing and working with the director who is. Seek this member’s advice and insights, and make
them your board wingman. Sometimes, true EI is recognizing aspects you yourself lack, and seeking it in others.

WHAT YOUR GOVERNANCE STAFF REALLY THINK
Good, objective data on how boards of directors are supported and administered is hard to find. That’s why I
appreciate the research from Global Governance Advisors (GGA) and the Governance Professionals of Canada
with solid medians on governance professionals, the job they do, and how they do it. Though the responses are
exclusively from Canadian companies, much on trends and board support roles can apply to companies
worldwide, says GGA Partner Peter Landers. You can download the full report at the GGA website, but here’s a
preview of its valuable governance snapshots, with added comments from Landers:
The most common job title for a “governance support professional” remains the corporate secretary role
(40.7%), followed by assistant CorpSec, or the title “board administrator,” (both 12.3%). Just under 10% are the
combined corporate secretary/general counsel for the entity. Though the corporate secretary still does most of
the governance lifting, this has actually changed since the annual survey began 6 years ago, says Landers.
“When we started, it was mostly focused on the corporate secretary, but now the duties have broadened.”
Governance administrators may work to support the board, but they still overwhelmingly answer to
management (see chart). Some 46.4% polled report to the CEO, and 25% to another member of the top
management team. Just 2.4% answer directly to the
board chair. However, over 70% of the governance
admins report a less-formal “dotted line”
responsibility to the board of directors. The status of
the governance administrator’s role itself also seems
to be rising -- last year 48% had no direct reports
answering to them, but for 2019 this fell to 33%.
Since the majority of governance administrators
are still tied into the corporate secretary role, it’s not
surprising that the duties cited are secretarial (65%
keep board minutes, maintain corporate records, and
act as governance liaison between the board and management). More legal roles (compliance with governance
regulations) came in second, possibly related to corporate counsel tasks. However, Landers notes the biggest job
jump for 2019 was in management of insider filings and stock trading programs.

Board portal usage had jumped to over 90% among those surveyed (and they are used by the same percentage
to distribute board info). Webcasts of corporate info and stakeholder communications were two uses of tech in
governance that saw the biggest jumps this year. “It’s encouraging to see the high level of tech adoption,” notes
Landers.
And how do corporate governance admins feel about the job? More than half were satisfied with their pay
levels and work/life balance, but fewer liked their career mobility prospects. Over a quarter sometimes faced
conflicts in balancing their accountability to the management and to the board.

FRESH INTEL ON PRIVATE COMPANY BOARD PAY
In our March issue, we offered some useful medians on how private companies pay their board members. But
we still get questions on this topic (which has far too little solid research), so uncovering further intel on how The
Rest of Us pay directors is valuable. Compensation Advisory Partners just unveiled a helpful study on 600 U.S.based private and family firm’s board pay, and it delivers great “who’s doing what” intelligence. Here are
highlights, with some added comment from CAP Partner Bertha Masuda:
“Private” companies cover a huge range, but the CAP survey did a good job of reflecting the most common
structures. Of participants, 77% are either wholly or largely family held, and 73% are S or C corporations.
Given the tight ownership setups, it’s no surprise that paying board members at all is still not universal -- only
77% do. “Friends and family” boardrooms seem less likely to pay for board work, but private companies still
proved more willing to reward inside directors (family, employees) than publicly held -- 45% do. “There is more
creativity in approaches to pay and bonus structures” at privates, notes Masuda.
As a rough rule of thumb, private companies pay board members at the 75th percentile of public companies
with similar size and industry profiles. This reflects less emphasis on illiquid equity that makes up more of the
public company director pay packet, delivering proportionally less private board compensation.
Still, private company board pay levels vary more than those of publics, with added emphasis on retainers,
meeting fees, consulting payments, bonuses, etc. The median annual retainer found in the survey was $30,000,
and median meeting fee $2000. Both rise steadily with company size. Board leadership rewards are less
common at the privates, however -- only 37% of the boards surveyed pay added chair or lead director fees.
On private company boards, “a lot of the committee structure is the same as at public companies -- audit,
compensation, governance,” notes Masuda. However, private boards are less likely to pay separately for
committee work. Just 35% add committee service fees.
The CAP survey found one intriguing difference between public and private company board pay. Public
company boards use equity, options and stock retention plans to encourage long-term thinking by members.
Private companies have fewer of these long-term incentive carrots, so only 20% provide them. Yet Masuda finds
that the structure of private companies (especially family held) in itself drives long-term board thinking. “One of
the things we definitely found was a lot of discussion on succession planning. Boards want to make sure the
company is well positioned.”

6 ACTION STEPS AFTER YOUR FIRST BOARD MEETING
Over the years, we’ve offered lots of tips on how to prepare for your first board of directors meeting (and there
are plenty of other Google hits out there on the topic). But what about after your first meeting? What should the
board newbie do to circle back, find out how she handled herself, and gain the most value for the road ahead?
Most new directors have someone on the board who was their formal (or informal) mentor, perhaps the
member who first dropped your name, or one you share outside connections with. After the first board meeting,
“talk with your mentor to get feedback and a sense of your responses,” says Jane Howze, founder at the
Alexander Group exec search consultants. Ask this director to give you a review right after the board meeting,
when impressions are still fresh (it’s even better to ask this mentor to keep eyes open in advance of the board
meeting). What are first thoughts on your performance? What nuances in the boardroom did the mentor’s more
experienced eyes catch you may have missed?
Ask the same questions of the board chair. While you’re seeking criticism of yourself, it’s just as important
to get the chair’s take on how the overall meeting went, subtext, continuing issues, and unresolved problems.
This insight will help you view board meetings through the chair’s eyes, valuable intelligence from the head of
the board table.
Finally, seek a few minutes with the chief executive. Rather than soliciting a “How’d I do?” review, query

the CEO on his or her take on the meeting. Was it typical? What new items arose? Did the chief gain the
actions and approvals sought and, if not, why? Then, at the end, seek some feedback for your performance, or
hints for future development. (As a bonus, you’ll find it very informative to hear the board chair vs. the CEO’s
take on how the meeting went).
While I caution directors about taking notes in board meetings (this leaves all sorts of later disclosure
landmines), most of us still jot them anyway. Make quick observations and impressions as the meeting unrolls,
preferably on one sheet, such as the agenda. Review these marginal comments as after-action reports, again
doing so right after the meeting. What struck you as well managed, odd, awkward, or incomplete? Star items
that you need more followup or research on before the next meeting. Done? Good -- now destroy your notes.
Your first meeting is obviously when the learning curve is steepest, but continue some of these habits for the
first six months or so of your tenure. Find out when and how the board evaluates itself, and, if assigned to the
nominating and governance committee, volunteer to take an active part. The best way to find out what this board
grades itself on is to help in marking the report cards.
As part of your board time going forward, seek chances to do lunch, a cup of coffee, or just a quick phone
call with the other board members. Build these relationships with informal discussion. You’re seeking the other
members’ perspectives on the business and governance issues facing the company, but you’re also networking
and learning what makes them tick. (And as a career plus, this puts you top of mind when these leaders seek
prospects for the other boards they serve).

BI ONLINE FINDS - 10/19
Here at BI, we always try to boil down board and governance news into quick summaries, so I respect other
sources who do so as well (especially when they make a good job of it). That’s why you should check out the
U.S. Society for Corporate Governance’s new blog page, Randi’s Rants to Riches. This adds to the treasure
trove of info they provide to corporate secretaries by highlighting all the latest governance scoops.
It’s a pretty sure bet that every BI reader who’s active with corporate boards is also involved in governance
for a nonprofit in their life -- and the latter bring their own unique boardroom headaches. The folks at nonprofit
governance newsletter Blue Avocado have just the prescription, a new book edited by their editor-in-chief Darian
Heyman, Nonprofit Management 101.
We’re always on the lookout for new board info sources, so may I suggest Rentadirector in the U.K. They
offer multi-day training programs on board and business needs, plus some quick, handy free videos on essential
topics for boards. Start out with “9 Key Guidelines for Good Governance.”

Q&A: Turning My Board Experience Into a CEO role
Q: “It happened! I’ve been nominated to my first board of directors seat. I’ve held a divisional president slot
at my company for 4 years now (the first woman here to achieve this role), and have worked on board
possibilities since the beginning. I’ve appreciated the advice you offered in building a board into my career, and
it’s paid off. But now my next question -- where do I go from here? CEO succession planning at my current
company is uncertain and political, and I doubt my prospects here. I’d like to move into a chief executive role
with another company, and wonder how I can leverage my board experience to make this last big career leap.”
A: Good thinking. Many rising career hi-pots realize that gaining a board role is a crucial win, most don’t
consider how valuable it can be in boosting the next stage of their trajectory (in your case, into the corner office).
Harvard Business Review recently published an article on how a board role is a powerful asset for career women
seeking a CEO job. The authors found 59% of women named chief at a sample of 100 companies had served on
a public company board, versus just 42% of the male CEOs. For CEOs selected from outside the company, the
differences were even greater. More than half of the males had previously served as a private company CEO,
compared to just 18% of the women. Service as a board director seems to have helped the women overcome the
“not already a CEO” deficit.
I caught up with one of the HBR authors for her take on specifics women should use to leverage a new board
role in their careers. Kate Purmal is a career counselor, former top exec at Sandisk and Palm, and co-author of
the management book The Moonshot Effect. Once settled into your new boardroom, “leverage the board
members as a network to facilitate further opportunities.” As with all networking, avoid early, blunt “I want…”
pitches, and instead make casual discussion of your career goals an organic part of board member chats. Purmal
finds “most women shy away from this, while men put their goals right out there.” A board role also burnishes

your status within your industry, so use this in business speaking, writing for trade and online publications, and
serving as news source. And “make sure recruiters know all about your board role,” including committee
assignments and major company achievements under your watch.
Carolyn Carpenti is a top West Coast exec coach (and also works with Purmal at The Leadership Group search
consultants). She counsels her female hi-pot clients to tap board experience to “gain exposure to board-level
operations in finance and operations, skills critical to a CEO role.” She finds that most top women executives
still come up through marketing, sales or HR paths, and lack the P&L depth that male candidates may gain.
Building boardroom chops in these areas (and making sure that everyone knows you have them) “gives you a
presence on the CEO search radar screen.”

“BOARD SEEKER” BOOK AND AUDIOBOOK
My new book, Board Seeker: Your Guidebook and Career Map into the Corporate Boardroom, was
published last year by Business Expert Press, and is proving a strong seller. Over the past few years,
we’ve developed a lot of great information to help the executive “board wannabe” turn hopes for a
board seat into reality. Now, I’ve collected and expanded on these insights to develop a road map for
your board search. The link above has more detail. Also, check out my video introduction, or follow up
at Amazon.
The audiobook edition of Board Seeker is also available through Amazon Audible. Stop in at the
Audible order page for 5 hours of board-wannabe wisdom, read by Yours Truly.
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